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To a system of an environmental recognition of the autonomous mobile robot that
Mre have constructed experimentaHy,the acoustic imaging,ie.,the supersOnic hologra‐
phy is introduced Since the acoustic imaging does not depend on the light sOurce,it
has expectations to be able to recognize an obieCt in the dark area
At present,we have made an experiment on three‐dimensional Shape recognition by
means of the supersonic holography.In Our experilnent,the fo■owing quantities are
investigated as the parameters, ie, an interval betⅥ/een adioi ing receivers on a
hologram plane, a position of a transmitter, a frequency and a length of the burst
wave co¬nposing Of a supersOnic wave and a distance between a hologram plane and
an Obiect During the experilnent, the modification of their parameters is often
required,and inconvenientit takes much time and becomes a hard work To diminish
this difficulty,an introduction of computer simulation Mrould be effective.
In this paper,the theory Of the supersonic holography and a method to simulate the
holography are described Besides,the results by the computer simulation are compar‐
ed with experimental results
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r。=(x。, y。, I(x。, y。))
(24)
これらを用いることにより,送波器と物体点の問の距離は
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